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ADDRESS IN THE SENATE BY SENATOR STROM THURMOND, D-SC; ON THE 
SUBJECT OF THE SENATE AS A CONTINUING BODY, JANUARY 4, 1957. 
Mr. President: 
I have only a few remarks to make on the subject of the 
Senate being a continuing body. My purpose in making these 
remarks /is to express my dee12 concern/ against the argument / 
that the Senate is not a continuing body. 
My concern is increased/ because I regard this attack on 
the gontinuing nature of the Senate/ as being an attack on 
constitutional government itself. 
While the rules of the Senate/ do not in themselves / comprise 
constitutional provisions, I am of the opinion/ that it should 
be recognized and accepted /that the rules are established on a 
constitutional provision. This provision declares that "each 
House may determine the rules of its proceedings••••" 
If we accept the authorization and power of rule-making 
from the Constitution, which was adopted in 1789, then we should 
also recognize and accept/ the other provisions of the Constitution. 
After providing a name for the two legislative bodies of 
the Congress in Article I, Section I, of the Constitution, its 
framers thereafter referred to "the Senate11/ as a definite body
-
being permanently established. No reference was made in the 
Constitution to "the Senates"/ which would have indicated a 
conception of a series of bodies/ rather than a Eermanent one. 
Nowhere in the Constitution / is there an indication that 
our~ and learned forefathers/ expected there to be any gaps 
in the continuation of the Senate. Had they intended to establish 
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the Senate as a non-continuing or impermanent body, I believe / 
they would have so specified. 
The evidence is on the other side. In the preamble to 
-
the Constitution, the framers who drafted the Constituti?n / 
and the states and people who approved its adoption, stated 
their intention that the Constitution itself and the insti-
- . . . . .. 
tutions establis~ed by it/ would be continuing. 
They did not say they were ordaining and establishing
- - ~ --
the Constitution only for themselves. They used the language 
"to ourselves and our P,Osterity." 
To me, nothing could be clearer that the purpose and, 
in fact, _the action of adoption of the Constitution created 
a continuing C?nstitution/and continuing bodies of government 
under the Constitution. 
If we argue for or accept the proposition/that the Senate 
is~ a c?ntinuing b~dy, it might also be argued that the 
Constitution itself/ should be revived and re-approved at 
regular intervals. 
I do not believe any member of this Senate~ ould make 
- - - - .~ 
such an argument as to the Constitution; therefore, I can 
not see how logic leads anyone to the belief/tha~ the Senate 
is not a continuing body. 
In my opinion, the people of this country should look 
upon efforts to declare the Sena~e- a non-continuing body/as 
an effort/in effect/ to amend the Constitution itself by a 
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method not established in the Constitution. 
~
I hope the people of this Nation still believe as I 
believe--that the government of the United States is a 
government of laws and not of men. I regret to say that 
there have been a number of recent instances/in another 
branch of the gover~e~t/'which would indica~e ~here are 
~ who fail to follow this fundamental concept. But 
our concern now is with this specific matter.
---- ~- .~ -
If it is logical to argue that the Senate does not 
exist as a continuing body, is it not just as logical then/ 
.. -
to argue that laws enacted during any given period/become 
- . . -· -
invalid upon the discontinuation of the Senate which 
approved them? 
If the legislative body which creates a law is not 
itself continuing, how then can the law continue? 
. -· 
Of course, any argument that laws duly enacted are 
not continuing is ridiculous. I think it is just as
-
ridiculous to argue/that the Senate/which was created by 
the basic and permanent Constit~tion of our Nation/is not 
continuing. 
The Constitution has been amended twenty-two times 
since 1789. No one would argue that these amendments have 
destroyed the Constitution. How then _can1 it be said that 
a c~anging membership/affects the continuation of the Senate? 
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Just as the Constitution provides the basis for a 
government of laws and not of men, so do the rules of 
the Senate provide an orderly plan of operation. 
Legal provisions have been made in both instances 
for amendments. When amendments are necessary, the duly 
established provisions should be followed /whether it is 
to amend the Constitution or to change the rules of the 
Senate. 
- The end -
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